In this study, we address the problem of incorporating moist processes (parameterizing the subgrid scale and resolving the grid scale) at resolutions of 10 km and 3.3 km (triple nested) in predicting the track and intensity of tropical cyclones over the north Indian Ocean. First, the sensitivity of three convective parameterization (CP) schemes on the cyclone track and intensity are evaluated. Kain-Fritsch (KF) shows a realistic simulation of track and intensity and therefore is considered for all the experiments at 10 km with four bulk microphysical (MP) schemes (hybrid experiments). At 3.3 km resolution the simulation is carried out resolving the grid-scale convection explicitly with the four MP schemes. Hybrid moist convection treatment at 10 km is found to produce a better simulation as compared to only explicit MP experiment at 3.3 km. The main reason is found to be heating within the inner core of the cyclone which is influenced dominantly by production of graupel hydrometeors in the inner core region. The latent heat released in the formation of graupel mixing ratio is responsible for net middle level heating rate in the cyclone core. Higher net heating in the middle level enhances the divergence in the upper level and convergence in the lower level which in turn helps in the intensification of the system. The role of graupel is further established by deactivating its production, where the model cannot simulate the midlevel heating and intensification of the system. Citation: Mukhopadhyay, P., S. Taraphdar, and B. N. Goswami (2011), Influence of moist processes on track and intensity forecast of cyclones over the north Indian Ocean,
Introduction
[2] Mesoscale cloud clusters (∼100 km) over the tropics are major features of tropical weather (lows, depressions, tropical cyclones) and climate (Madden-Julian Oscillation, InterTropical Convergence Zone) systems. These systems are manifestations of multiscale moist processes comprising individual cumulus as well as organized mesoscale cloud clusters. Hence, tropical weather as well as climate prediction models need to resolve tropical cloud clusters requiring better than 10 km horizontal resolution. But a problem arises in representing the moist convection of multiple scales. While on one hand a certain scale of convection gets resolved by one resolution, the other remains subgrid. Both resolved and subgrid-scale convection [Molinari, 1993; Fovell and Su, 2007] need to be incorporated as the skill of predicting tropical convective systems largely depend on the convective heating from these scales [Rosenthal, 1978] . In this study, we address this problem of incorporating moist convection in the resolvable and subgrid scale for the prediction of track and intensity of tropical cyclones over the north Indian Ocean (NIO).
[3] It is well established that a significant improvement of the track forecast of hurricanes has been achieved during past few decades compared to the intensity forecast particularly over the Atlantic and Pacific Oceanic basins [Aberson, 2001; DeMaria et al., 2005; Franklin, 2005; Elsberry et al., 2007] . However, the forecasts have yet to reach the desired level of accuracy over the Indian Ocean basin. With the rapid advancement of computing power, the high-resolution mesoscale models are being increasingly used for sensitivity studies of tropical cyclone (TC) structure, intensification and movement with different physical processes Liu et al., 1997; Braun and Tao, 2000; Braun, 2002; Krishnamurti et al., 2005; McFarquhar et al., 2006] . During the last few years, attempts have also been made to simulate the intensity and movement of cyclones over the NIO basin [Trivedi et al. 2002; Mohanty et al., 2004; Hari Prasad, 2006, 2007; Bhaskar Rao et al., 2009] . However, all these studies mainly have focused on the track and intensity forecast of the Orissa super cyclone in 1999 over the Bay of Bengal with a variety of resolutions, physical processes (specifically convection and planetary boundary layer), or the assimilation of synthetic vortex in the initial fields etc. Detailed evaluations behind the success or failure of physical parameterization schemes are hardly addressed. The microphysical schemes are used in an ad hoc manner without any detailed evaluation to explain the role of hydrometeors on forecast track and intensity. Thus the role of cloud microphysical processes on the forecast of cyclones intensity and movement remains an open issue for the NIO basin. Therefore, one of the objectives of the present study is to understand which microphysical scheme performs better at near cloud resolving scale, and the dynamical and physical reasons behind the improvement.
[4] During the cyclone evolution, the intensity and track forecast depends largely on the evolution and distribution of the heating rates [Wu and Wang, 2001; Wang, 2009] which is mostly decided by the release of latent heat by the condensate within the system. The heating rates are dependent on the cloud microphysical processes taking place within the cloud system and also on the feedback with the environment [Liu and Moncrieff, 2007] . The feedback of the environment with the cyclone core also happens through the unbalanced negative (inward) radial gradient of buoyancy above the boundary layer, which is mainly responsible for the intensification of TCs. This gradient of buoyancy is attributed [Smith, 2000] to the condensational heating in the inner region of the vortex of the hurricane. Smith [2000] has emphasized that the details of the processes leading to the net latent heating by an individual cloud or cloud fields are still not well understood. Lord et al. [1984] found that the inclusion of ice processes in an axisymmetric, nonhydrostatic model has resulted in a significantly stronger storm. Lord and Lord [1988] demonstrated that the latent heat release through the graupel conversion process actually contributes to mesoscale organization of moist convection. Recently, Wang [2002] and Zhu and Zhang [2006] showed that suppressing the microphysical processes such as evaporation and melting has produced a rapid intensification and lower central pressure. Fovell and Su [2007] showed using Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) at 30 and 12 km resolution that the modification of microphysical and cumulus parameterization significantly influenced the track and land fall of Hurricane Rita. Krishnamurti [2007a, 2007b] , in a series of two papers, also showed that the conversion of hydrometeors significantly influences the intensification process of hurricane Charlie. Their result indicates that whenever the sources of heat sinks are reduced, latent heating produces more instability, an increased buoyancy gradient, and higher tropical cyclone intensity. All these studies clearly establish the role of hydrometeors on the track and intensity of tropical cyclones. However, such an attempt is hardly seen for any of the TCs over the NIO basin.
[5] Another issue in the cyclone forecast is the interplay of multiscale convection within the cyclone environment. TCs represent a system with multiscale structure of organization of deep convection (cumulonimbus) and mesoscale organized flow. Therefore, even with a horizontal resolution of ∼10 km or less [Gerard, 2007] , the mesoscale may get resolved but the deep convective clouds still must be parameterized [Liu and Moncrieff, 2007] . Molinari [1993] emphasized the need of a hybrid approach to resolve the issue of grid-scale and subgrid-scale convection in numerical models. The importance of convective parameterization and explicit microphysics in a convective system, having mesoscale organization of precipitation, has also been emphasized recently by Moncrieff and Liu [2006] and Kuell et al. [2007] .
[6] Detailed analysis of different strategies for incorporation of moist processes in TC simulation over the NIO basin has not been attempted. Therefore, the second objective of the present study is to demonstrate the strategies of incorporating subgrid-scale and resolved scale moist processes at various grid resolutions from 10 km down to 3.3 km and the reasons behind the improvement. We have taken two strategies for the present study. In one of the approaches, convection is parameterized to incorporate the effect of subgrid convection and microphysics is used to explicitly resolve embedded mesoscale circulation at 10 km horizontal resolution. In the other, convection is explicitly included to resolve the mesoscale organized flow in the 3.3 km domain.
[7] To address all the aforementioned issues, two recent TCs, namely severe cyclonic storm "SIDR" over the Bay of Bengal and super cyclone "GONU" over the Arabian Sea, are considered. These two TCs exhibited exclusive features. For example, TC SIDR moved steadily northward with hardly any curvature which is rather uncommon over the Bay of Bengal. TC GONU happened to be the first super cyclone over the Arabian Sea basin. It lasted for more than 5 days over the Sea and moved long northwestward before making landfall over the Saudi Arabian coast. The present study therefore is intended not merely to show the simulation by a model or the sensitivity of some schemes, but to demonstrate the preferred strategy and the dynamical reason behind its improved performance and particularly the role of hydrometeors.
[8] The paper is arranged with a brief description of the model in section 2, followed by the data and methodology description in section 3. The results of the experiments are discussed in section 4, and section 5 presents the conclusion reached from the study.
Model Description
[9] The nonhydrostatic compressible Advanced Research Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model version 2.2 developed by National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is used in the present study. The details of the model domain and resolution are given in Table 1 (also shown in Figure 1 ).
[10] Four bulk microphysical parameterization schemes, all of which allow six classes of hydrometeors, are considered for the simulation experiments. The schemes are LIN [Lin et al., 1983; Rutledge and Hobbs, 1984; Tao et al., 1989] , WRF Single Moment 6 class scheme (WSM6) [Hong et al., 2004; Dudhia et al., 2008] , Thompson scheme [Thompson et al., 2004] and Eta Grid scale Cloud and Precipitation scheme of 2001 (EGCP01). LIN scheme considers all the fundamental microphysical processes, including evaporation/sublimation, deposition/condensation, aggregation/accretion, Bergeron process, freezing, melting, etc. [Chen and Sun, 2002] . This scheme does not allow water phase at temperatures less than −40°C, however, mixed phase is allowed between 0 and −40°C. Adjustment of Tao et al. [1989] is used for estimation of condensation/deposition in a supersaturated layer.
[11] In WSM6, "6" stands for six classes of hydrometeors. Hong et al. [2004] have mainly modified the ice microphysical processes in WSM6 by which it differs from LIN. They modified the ice nuclei number concentration of Fletcher [1962] to realistically reproduce ice clouds at temperatures lower than −35°C. Major modifications are also made in the temperature-dependent intercept parameter for snow based on work by Houze et al. [1979] , diagnosis of cloud ice number from cloud ice mass, modification in cloud ice nucleation and associated ice microphysical processes and an autoconversion of cloud water to rain based on work by Tripoli and Cotton [1980] , where the autoconversion rate depends on a critical liquid water content for cloud water. All these modifications have eventually resulted in reducing the cloud ice and increasing the snow at colder temperatures. Thus WSM6 is considered to be the most suitable for cloud resolving grids [Hong and Lim, 2006] .
[12] Another scheme used in the study is by Thompson et al. [2004] (referred as THOMP in the text and Figures 3-8) , who modified the mixed phase microphysical parameterization of Reisner et al. [1998] . They replaced the Fletcher [1962] curve by that of Cooper [1986] and also the autoconversion of Kessler [1969] by that of Walko et al. [1995] and a generalized gamma distribution for graupel instead of an exponential distribution.
[13] EGCP01 (Referred as FERR in Figures 3-8) is the new cloud and precipitation scheme used in the operational Eta model over United States of America (USA) introduced in 2001. EGCP01 predicts total condensate, which is the sum of cloud water (small droplets that do not fall), rain (larger drops that do fall), and ice (all can coexist at temperatures warmer than −10°C). The ice category in EGCP01 includes small ice crystals, which are dominant in cirrus and upper tropospheric ice clouds, with larger ice particles in the form of snow (aggregates), graupel (varying degrees of rimed snow), and sleet (ice pellets), which are dominant at lower levels (details about the EGCP01 can be found in http://www. emc.ncep.noaa.gov/mmb/mmbpll/eta12tpb). However, this scheme does not include the advective tendencies for each hydrometeor, and mixed phase processes are considered at temperatures less than −10°C [e.g., Lin et al., 1983; Rutledge and Hobbs, 1984; Schoenberg Ferrier, 1994] .
[14] The rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM) scheme based on Mlawer et al. [1997] is used for the long-wave radiation and Dudhia [1989] scheme is for the short-wave radiation parameterization. Cumulus convection is parameterized using the Kain-Fritsch (KF-Eta) scheme Fritsch, 1990, 1993 ], Betts-Miller-Janjić (BMJ) based on the Betts-Miller convective adjustment scheme [Betts, 1986; Betts and Miller, 1986] and primary modifications by Janjić [1990 Janjić [ , 1994 Janjić [ , 2000 . Last, the Grell and Devenyi [2002] (GD) cloud ensemble scheme is also used.
[15] The closure assumption of the KF is based on the removal of CAPE in a grid column within an advective time period. KF utilizes a mass conservative cloud model which parameterizes the entrainment, detrainment and moist 11 S-40.3 N (180 × 180) 10 km: 70.3-110.9 E; 3.8 S-33.8 N (400 × 400) GONU 30 km: 36.3-93.6 E; 9.1 S-42.1 N (180 × 180) 10 km: 46.3-83.9 E; 1. 1-33.4 N (370 × 340) triple domain with twoway nested experiments: SIDR 30 km: 62. 3-119.3 E; 11 S-40.3 N (180 × 180) 10 km: 70.3-110.9 E; 3.8 S-33.8 N (400 × 400) 3.3 km: 80.0-100.0 E; 6.3-25.6 N (607 × 613) GONU 30 km: 36.3-93.6 E; 9. 1S-42.1 N (180 × 180) 10 km: 46.3-83.9 E; 1. 1-33.4 N (370 × 340) 3.3 km: 55.9-75.2 E; 8. 5-26.9 N (580 × 586) downdrafts through the leading edge of the cloud [Kain and Fritsch, 1990] . A trigger function based on the grid resolved vertical motion is used to decide the time of activation of the scheme. The resolvable scale vertical motion is proportional to the power grid resolved background vertical motion to one-third power (w [16] Keeping this in mind, a modification is done in the KF. The reference grid space of 25 km would mean that within 25 km both the CP and also the microphysics are active (as there will be more than two grid points in a 10 km domain). The CP scheme should in principle use the grid size (Dx ref = 10 km) of the domain to compute the average vertical velocity in the periphery of the grid box to determine the temperature perturbation in the subgrid scale for convective trigger. By doing this modification, the CP scheme will account for the convective trigger in the subgrid scale which the microphysics cannot capture, and as the average vertical velocity for the CP trigger is computed based on the values at grid point (Dx = 10 km), it does not include the effect of the resolved convection.
[17] BMJ is a lagged convective adjustment scheme where the thermodynamic profile is adjusted toward the observed reference profile. However, the scheme does not include the moist processes below the cloud base and mostly in the lower boundary layer. The scheme essentially removes the conditional instability in each grid column by adjusting the vertical profile of temperature and specific humidity toward the reference profile, which is derived based on the observations of Betts [1986] and Betts and Miller [1986] . The scheme gets triggered if a parcel when lifted moist adiabatically from the lower troposphere to a level above the cloud base, becomes warmer than the environment. The GD is a cloud ensemble scheme. The unique aspect of the GD scheme is that it uses 16 ensemble members derived from 5 popular closure assumptions to obtain an ensemble-mean realization at a given time and location. The details of how 
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to determine the ensemble mean is provided by Grell and Devenyi [2002] .
[18] The surface layer parameterization [Janjić, 2002] is based on similarity theory [Monin and Obukhov, 1954] . The scheme includes parameterizations of the viscous sublayer. The viscous sublayer is parameterized following Janjić [1994] over water and land. The effects of the viscous sublayer are taken into account through variable roughness height for temperature and humidity following Zilitinkevitch [1995] . MM5 5-layer soil temperature thermal diffusion model is used to incorporate land surface effects. For the planetary boundary layer, Yonsei University (YSU) scheme is used which essentially utilizes the counter gradient terms to represent fluxes due to nonlocal gradients.
Data and Methodology
[19] The National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecasting System (GFS) analyses and forecasts, available at 3 hourly intervals with a global resolution of 0.5 degree latitude × longitude, are used to provide initial and lateral boundary conditions to the model. For TC 'SIDR', the model is initialized at 07111200 when the system was reported to be at a stage of depression (with center at 10.5°N, 91.5°E) and integrated for 96 h ending at 07111600. For TC GONU, the model is initialized at 07060200, when the system was reported to be at the stage of depression. The model is integrated for 120 h to simulate TC GONU.
[20] The model is run in the first set of experiments with KF, GD and BMJ cumulus parameterization (CP) schemes to find the sensitivity on track and intensity forecasts at 10 km resolution in a double nested domain (30-10 km). The details of the experimental design are mentioned in Table 2 . The intercomparison of forecasts by different schemes is carried out based on track error and intensity in terms of sea level pressure (SLP) and maximum surface wind. This will help to choose the best performing CP scheme that can be used for further experiments. Another set of experiments are subsequently carried out with a triple nested domain (30-10-3.3 km) and resolution of the gridscale convection explicitly in the innermost domain of 3.3 km with four mentioned bulk microphysical schemes. Remaining experiments are conducted in the 10 km domain by parameterizing (with the best performing and modified CP scheme) the subgrid-scale moist convection and explicitly resolving the grid-scale convection using four bulk microphysical schemes. The results are compared with the 3.3 km domain simulation with only explicit microphysics. This comparison will bring out whether the highresolution cloud representing domain (3.3 km) outperforms the coarser domain (10 km). Finally, the best possible forecasts are compared for both the cyclones and the physical reasons behind the improvement are explored.
[21] Furthermore, the vertical advection of moist static stability between 950 and 700 hPa is used (similar to Pattnaik and Krishnamurti [2007b] ) to delineate the performance among the different microphysical schemes. To demonstrate the role of the microphysics in organizing the mesoscale convection during the evolution of the cyclone, the time evolution of the radial gradient of moist static energy is also computed and analyzed. After determining the best microphysical scheme, the comparison is made between two strategies of moist convection at 10 and 3.3 km resolution.
[22] The thermodynamic equation for heat and moisture budgets can be written as
where Q 1 and Q 2 are the apparent heat source and moisture sink, respectively [Yanai et al., 1973] , is potential temperature, q is the mixing ratio of water vapor, V is the horizontal velocity, w is the vertical velocity, p is the pressure. = R/Cp, R and Cp are the gas constant and specific heat, respectively, at constant pressure of dry air, P 0 is 1000 hPa, c p is the heat capacity at constant pressure and k is equal to 0.286. L is the latent heat of condensation, and r is the isobaric gradient operator. Equation (1) states that the total heating rate Q 1 /c p is the sum of the local temperature change, the horizontal advection of temperature, and the adiabatic cooling or warming during ascent or descent. In equation (2), Q 2 comprised the net condensation, the vertical eddy transport of moisture, and the subgrid mixing. These computations will essentially help to estimate the heating and moistening distribution in the cyclone and peripheral environment as obtained from different forecast experiments.
[23] Following equation (1) and the lower-level integrated vorticity (900-700 hPa), middle level heating is computed at 10 and 3.3 km to show the role of the heating in organizing the vorticity for both cyclones. Subsequently, to establish the link between middle level heating and vorticity with the distribution of hydrometeors, the percentage contribution of each category of hydrometeor is analyzed. The vertical structure of total heating is computed and compared with the observations to demonstrate the difference in heating patterns in two resolutions and with different treatments of moist convection. Finally, another set of experiments is carried out by deactivating the graupel production in WSM6 to establish its role on cyclone track and intensity simulation.
Results and Discussion

Simulation of SIDR Track and Intensity
[24] SIDR was a deep depression on 07111200 centered at 10.5°N, 91.5°E with an estimated central pressure of 1002 hPa and a maximum sustained surface wind of 30 Kt. It concentrated into a cyclonic storm on 07111206 and became a severe cyclonic storm on 07111212 and a very severe cyclonic storm at 07111218. It remained a very severe cyclonic storm until 07111518 after making landfall at the Bangladesh coast. 4.1.1. Sensitivity of Different Convective Parameterization
[25] Figures 2a, 2b and 2c show the sensitivity of CP schemes to the forecast tracks, temporal evolution of minimum central pressure, and the track error at 10 km resolution (nested inside the 30 km domain). It is evident that the KF has produced a significantly better track mainly due to proper upper level steering (figure not shown) and central minimum pressure as compared to the BMJ and GD schemes. The track error by KF is also found to be systematically smaller in all the forecast hours (Figure 2c ). The improvement of track error in KF is one of the manifestations of a better upper level steering (northerly) current. The upper level steering is found to be weaker and northwestward for BMJ and GD for which the track errors also are found to be significantly high. It appears that KF has been able to organize the cyclone reasonably well as compared to the other two schemes by producing stronger middle level heating and convective instability (figures not shown). BMJ, with a limitation of no environmental feedback below the cloud base, has potentially failed to show the track and central minimum pressure evolution [Bhaskar Rao and Hari Prasad, 2006] . GD has produced a highest track forecast error out of the three. 4.1.2. Performance of Different Microphysical Schemes at Both 10 and 3.3 km
[26] After identifying the good performance of the KF, two more sets of experiments are carried out to establish the role of microphysical schemes (MS) in the model. In one of the approaches, the simulation is performed in the triple nested inner most domain of 3.3 km, with only explicit microphysics, and in another the subgrid-scale convection is parameterized with KF and the grid scale is resolved with MS at 10 km resolution. The sensitivity of four MS on the forecast track, central pressure, maximum surface wind and track error are evaluated at 3.3 km (Figures 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d) and at 10 km (Figures 3e, 3f, 3g and 3h ). WSM6 has produced the minimum track error (Figures 3d and 3h) . The minimum central pressure (Figures 3b and 3f) and maximum surface wind (Figures 3c and 3g ) are also better simulated by WSM6 as compared to the other three schemes at 3.3 km and also at 10 km. To find the answer about the forecast deviation by the MS, we compute the time evolution of the radial gradient of moist static energy (MSE) between 950 and 700 hPa in 10 km resolution (Figure 4a , thick curves) and that obtained from 3.3 km resolution (Figures 4a, thin curves) and the time evolution of MSE within the cyclone environment (1 × 1 degree area around the cyclone center) is plotted in Figure 4c for all the MS. The radial gradient is found to be substantially higher in 10 km (Figure 4a , thick curves) than the 3.3 km run (Figure 4a, thin curves) . The higher gradient of MSE is consistent with the MSE generation by the 10 km run (Figure 4c , thick curves) as compared to 3.3 km run (Figure 4c, thin curves) by the individual MS. It is interesting to note that the WSM6 has produced a higher MSE as well as its gradient toward the cyclone center compared to all other schemes in both resolutions. This is consistent with the higher intensity of the cyclone simulation produced by WSM6 as compared to other schemes. WSM6 Figures 5a, 5c , 5e, and 5g, respectively, but for GONU at 10 km (thick curves) and 3.3 km (thin curves).
(3.3 km) has showed (Figure 4a , thin curve, long-dashed curve) a radial MSE gradient maximum at the time of intensification of the cyclone, and the gradient continues to remain high until 1200 UTC of 15 November. Furthermore, the time evolution of MSE at 3.3 km resolution (Figure 4c , thin curve), by WSM6 (long-dashed curve) shows a significantly higher value at the time of intensification of the cyclone compared to other MS (Figure 4c , solid curve for LIN, dash-dotted curve for THOMP, and dotted curve for FERR). The maxima of MSE and its gradient coincide well with the time of peak intensity of the cyclone. This indicates that a higher generation of MSE and its net inflow enables the WSM6 to produce a higher intensity of the cyclone closer to the observation as compared to other schemes.
[27] To investigate the reason behind a better intensity forecast by WSM6 and not so by the other schemes, time evolutions of five categories of hydrometeors around the cyclone center are analyzed for the 10 km ( Figure 5 , thick curves) and 3.3 km ( Figure 5 , thin curves) runs. It is found that the near cyclone environment (1 × 1 degree box) is dominated by the presence of graupel and rainwater mixing ratio (Figure 5a , thick dashed curve for graupel, thick dotted curve for rain) in the WSM6 for 10 km run, mainly during the time of peak intensity of the cyclone. The maximum generation of graupel is seen in the middle tropospheric level (∼500 hPa) and rainwater in the lower troposphere (2-4 km) of the simulated cyclone environment (figure not shown). Thus the higher instability and sustained strength of the tropical cyclone as obtained from WSM6 compared to other schemes is attributed mainly to the larger and persistent presence of graupel hydrometeors near the cyclone core. As mentioned by Lord et al. [1984] and Lord and Lord [1988] , it appears in this case that the latent heating due to freezing of both cloud water and rain during accretion with graupel has caused a significant amount of net heating in the middle troposphere and this in turn has helped to sustain a higher instability distribution and intensification of the cyclone by WSM6 as compared to other schemes at 3.3 km resolution. LIN (Figures 5c and 5d ) also shows the presence of graupel in higher amounts in 10 than 3.3 near the cyclone environment, but its amount is less than WSM6. In FERR (Figures 5e and 5f ) and THOMP (Figures 5g and  5h ), rainwater and snow are found to be dominant in the cyclone environment (for both the 10 and 3.3 km run) and both these schemes could show the evolution of intensity and track with a lesser accuracy than that of WSM6.
[28] Among all the experiments, the hybrid experiment at 10 km is able to show a higher and persistent instability regime within the cyclone environment as compared to that in 3.3 km and among the four MS, it is the WSM6 that is able to generate stronger instability within the cyclone environment.
Simulation of Track and Intensity GONU
[29] GONU happened to be the first super cyclone ever over the Arabian sea. This system appeared as a depression over the Arabian Sea at 15°N and 68°E at 07060118. It remained almost stationary in the stage of depression until 07060200. Moving westward, it intensified into a cyclonic storm on 07060209 with the center located at 15°N, 67°E, and it is given the name TC GONU. The system further intensified into a severe cyclonic storm on 07060300 and very severe cyclonic storm on 07060318. The forecast evolution of track and intensity of GONU is discussed below.
Sensitivity of Different Convective Parameterization
[30] First, the sensitivity of the CP schemes on the forecast track, evolution of central minimum pressure, maximum surface wind and track error are evaluated (in two way nested 30-10 km domain). The track and vector position error (Figures 2d and 2f ) are found to be significantly better for KF as compared to BMJ and GD. The better track simulated by KF is found to be due to the proper upper level (mean wind between 300 and 100 hPa) steering (northwesterly) compared to other schemes where the upper level steering is westward ( figure not shown) . The magnitude of central minimum pressure and its time of occurrence by KF are close to observations whereas the other two are well apart. Thus, similar to the sensitivity experiments for TC SIDR, KF produces the most reasonable track and intensity forecast of TC GONU compared to other CP schemes.
Performance of Different Microphysical Schemes at Both 10 and 3.3 km
[31] In the sensitivity experiments with MS, all four schemes showed a westward moving track (Figure 6a ) much to the south of the observed track. As a result, the vector positional error is (Figure 6d ) significantly higher (more than 350 km day 3 onward), however, WSM6 shows a minimum error compared to the other schemes from day 3 onward (Figure 6d ). The intensity forecast by LIN, THOMP and FERR schemes are also out of phase (Figures 6b and 6c ) in terms of pressure drop and maximum surface wind. WSM6 could able to show (Figure 6b ) the rapid intensification and the maximum pressure drop at a time relatively close to the observations (∼24 h lag) compared to other MS.
[32] Another set of experiments are carried out for GONU, keeping KF as the CP scheme and using all four (LIN, WSM6, THOMP and FERR) MS. A marked difference is found between the set of tracks (Figures 6e) obtained from 10 km resolution (with hybrid convection) as compared with those obtained at 3.3 km (Figures 6a) . Out of all, the combination of KF and WSM6 has showed the minimum track error in all 5 days of integration (Figure 6h ). The rapid intensification has been captured at a different extent by the hybrid experiments. However, FERR is found to overestimate the intensity at a lag of more than 2 days (Figures 6f and 6g) . THOMP also shows a lag of more than 1 day. The intensification and subsequent filling of the cyclone is reasonably captured by LIN and WSM6 along with KF (Figures 6f and 6g) . Thus, the KF and WSM6 combination shows a substantial improvement in the track and intensity forecast at 10 km as compared to those when convection is explicitly resolved at 3.3 km.
[33] To investigate the reason behind the improvement by 10 km, the time evolution of the MSE radial gradient is analyzed for all the MS with KF at 10 km (Figure 4b , thick curves) and 3.3 km (Figure 4b , thin curves) resolution. The cyclone environment is found to have higher radial inflow of moist instability in the 10 km hybrid experiment (Figure 4b , thick curves) as compared to that with only MS (Figure 4b , thin curves). It is also found from the comparison of two sets of curves in Figure 4b that the peak of radial gradient of MSE in 3.3 km occurs 48 h earlier than that in the 10 km run. This influences the evolution of the simulated cyclone intensity. The time evolution of MSE (Figure 4d , thick curves) near the cyclone center also reveals that the inner core of the simulated cyclone in the hybrid experiment has a significantly higher instability compared to the other experiments. When the similar parameter (MSE) is compared among all the MS, the WSM6 generates (Figures 4b and 4d , long-dashed curves) the highest instability near the cyclone environment.
[34] The question that can be raised is whether the inner core instability is a manifestation of stronger heating associated with hydrometeor production in the simulation experiments and which classes of hydrometeors are best correlated with heating. To investigate, we present the time evolution of hydrometeors at 10 km (thick curves in Figure 5 ) and 3.3 km (thin curves, Figures 5b, 5d , 5f, and 5h) resolution. During peak intensity of the simulated cyclone, the graupel and rainwater have dominated both resolutions. However, the graupel at the 10 km resolution (Figure 5b , long-dashed thick curve) has sustained much longer time compared to at 3.3 km (Figure 5b, thin curve) . The magnitude of rainwater (Figure 5b , dotted thick curve) at 10 km also is much higher than that at 3.3 km. Thus, for TC GONU, we propose that the increased inner core instability of the hybrid (10 km) experiment with KF and WSM6 is a manifestation of higher heating, a consequence of more persistent graupel production in the middle level. The latent heat of freezing due to conversion of cloud water and rainwater to graupel has added to the net middle level heating that in turn has increased the temperature gradient and affected the instability for further intensification of the cyclone. In section 4.3, we will try to establish the above mentioned mechanism.
Comparison of Simulation of SIDR and GONU With Different Frameworks
[35] As already seen, the forecast track, central minimum pressure, and vector position errors obtained from 10 km (with hybrid strategy) are much more accurate than that at 3.3 km resolution (explicit microphysics) for both TC 'SIDR' and 'GONU' (Figures 3 and 6) . It is also clear from Figures 3 and 6 that although the initial track error (for SIDR and GONU) at 3.3 km is marginally less at first, it increases rapidly beyond 2 days. The rapid intensification, maximum pressure drop, and time of maximum intensity all have improved with the hybrid strategy. The reason behind the improvement at 10 km (hybrid) and reduced accuracy at 3.3 km (explicit) experiments will be further discussed below.
Physical and Dynamical Reason Behind the Forecast Deviation
[36] The organization of convection associated with the cyclone depends on the interaction of dynamical (vertical velocity) and thermodynamical (MSE) instability. The vertical transport of stability or instability modulates the cyclone inner core [Pattnaik and Krishnamurti, 2007b] and this can help explain the forecast deviations. The vertical advection of MSE between 950 and 700 hPa pressure levels is computed following equation (3) given below:
where w is vertical velocity (Pa s −1 ), g is acceleration due to gravity 9.8 m s −2 , c p is specific heat at constant pressure (1004 J kg
, L is latent heat of vaporization (2.49 × 10 6 J kg −1 ) and q is mixing ratio (g kg −1 ).
[37] It is evident that WSM6 along with KF show (Figures 7a and 7e ) a stronger instability (positive shading) around the cyclone center for both systems as compared to the other MS with KF (Figures 7b, 7c, 7d, 7f, 7g and 7h) . The prominent positive area is the region of higher vertical advection of instability and the centers of cyclones are seen to have moved with a stronger intensity toward those regions. Similar reasoning for intensification of hurricanes was shown by Pattnaik and Krishnamurti [2007b] . The mesoscale organization of moist convection near the cyclone center is also attributed to higher vertical advection of instability. The vertical advection of MSE is much weaker at 3.3 km resolution (figure not shown). The magnitude of instability and the corresponding convection organization are found to be relatively weak.
[38] All the above analyses indicate a less organized cyclone with weak core heating, reduced instability, and weaker convection at 3.3 km resolution, which could be attributed to the main source of heating from the hydrometeors [Liu and Moncrieff, 2007] . The vertical cross section of hydrometeors for 10 and 3.3 km are analyzed (figures not shown). The hybrid experiment could show an organized vertical structure of the hydrometeors compared to the cloud representing experiment. Ice is present above 300 hPa and near the outflow region of the systems. Ice and snow are aligned at the leading edge of the system. Graupel is found in the middle level (500 hPa) and rainwater below the freezing level (500 hPa). The comparison of time evolution of different hydrometeors also reveals (Figures 5a and  5b , long-dashed thick curve) that the generation of graupel within a 1 × 1 degree box with respect to cyclone center is significantly higher at 10 km resolution than at 3.3 km resolution, and shows a modulation in tune with the intensity variation of the cyclones.
[39] To show the relation between hydrometeor generation and heating, the temporal evolution of the correlation between the heating and each of the hydrometeors in the cyclone environment is analyzed (Figures 8a-8p ). Graupel and rainwater are highly correlated with vertically integrated heating for all the MS. The correlation curves for the 10 km run show (Figures 8a and 8c ) the exact cycle of evolution similar to the life cycle of the simulated cyclone. The evolution in 3.3 km does not show (Figures 8b and 8d ) the variation at all. Also, the correlation is found to be weaker at a time when the system is at its maximum intensity. This further suggests that the experiment (with 3.3 km) cannot capture the life cycle properly and the inherent problem lies in the generation of latent heat arising mainly from the conversion of graupel hydrometeor and rainwater.
[40] To further establish the linkage between the heating and cyclone intensity, the spatial distribution of the lowerlevel (900-700 hPa) vorticity and the middle level (500-300 hPa) heating are computed for 10 and 3.3 km experiments for both cyclones (Figure 9 ). The hybrid experiments (Figures 9a, 9b, 9e, and 9f) clearly demonstrate that the locus of maximum vorticity follows the region of organized and coherent heating. Comparison of similar plots for 3.3 km reveals (Figures 9c and 9d and Figures 9g and 9h ) an incoherent and disorganized spatial heating and vorticity distribution. To establish the role of hydrometeors toward the forecast deviation, the percentage contribution of each of the hydrometeors is plotted for both cyclones (Figures 10  and 11 ). Graupel and rainwater show a path similar to the composite heating for 10 km hybrid experiments (Figures 10a-10e and 11a-11e) . The path of maximum snow and ice do not coincide with the path of maximum heating. The percentage contribution of graupel and rainwater in 3.3 km experiments (Figures 10f-10j and 11f-11j ) hardly shows any coherent and organized spatial structure as obtained from the hybrid experiment. Thus, it appears that the generation of graupel in the cyclone environment (1 × 1 degree box) plays the key role in modulating the middle level heating on the side of the cyclone environment that in turn influences the mesoscale convection organization.
[41] Finally, the time averaged vertical structure of total heating for SIDR (Figure 12a ) and for GONU (Figures 12b) shows that the 3.3 km experiments (dotted curve) produce a much weaker heating than that of 10 km (dashed curve) as compared to observations (ECMWF, solid curve). This establishes the mechanism proposed earlier. The improper spatiotemporal distribution of graupel hydrometeor has affected the vertical heating structure which in turn has influenced the temperature perturbation and pressure gradient in the inner core. This modulates the advection of moist instability which essentially helps organize the mesoscale moist convection and subsequently the intensity and position of the vortex.
Experiment to Establish the Role of Graupel
[42] To conclusively test the hypothesis put forward in section 4.3.1 regarding the role of graupel on cyclone intensity, a set of experiments is carried out for both cyclones SIDR and GONU, where the graupel production is deactivated in WSM6. The experiment is called expnograup and the simulation is carried in two-way nested domains at 30 and 10 km resolution. The results are compared with the experiments at the 10 km domain with KF and WSM6 combination. Figures 13a-13e show the track, intensity and vertical structure of heating and moistening for TC SIDR, and those for TC GONU are depicted in Figures 13f-13j . It is clearly seen that by deactivating the graupel, the model cannot simulate the cyclone intensity as revealed by the time evolution of SLP (Figures 13b and  13g ) and maximum wind (Figures 13c and 13h ). The tracks (Figures 13a and 13f ) are hardly modified which indicates that graupel modification hardly influences steering by the large-scale wind fields (figure not shown). The most remarkable results are found by analyzing the vertical heating (Figures 13d and 13i , dotted curve) and moistening (Figures 13e and 13j , dotted curve) structure of the expnograup and with graupel (WSM6 10 km, dashed curve) experiments. Exp-nograup shows little middle level heating and weak lower-level moistening, signifying weak instability and a weak cyclone. The total vertical heating and moistening structures are disturbed due to the absence of graupel which is distinctly present in the WSM6 and KF experiment. Thus it is clear that latent heating due to graupel production in the middle level significantly influences the intensity of the cyclone.
Conclusion
[43] Atmospheric models need to resolve tropical cloud clusters for both weather and climate prediction. This may be accomplished by using a model with resolution coarser than 10 km, but the question of treating resolvable moist convection and subgrid-scale convection need to be addressed. A cyclone is an ideal example where convection at multiple scales is active. Thus the objective of the study is to address the treatment of moist convection at 10 km resolution and also at the cloud representing scale of 3.3 km in a triple nested domain by performing a sensitivity experiment from a suite of bulk MS available with the WRF. Two recent cyclones (SIDR and GONU) are taken as the model cases for the present study.
[44] Initially experiments are conducted by changing the cumulus parameterization schemes (keeping a MS scheme fixed), to see which one can give a reasonable forecast of the track and intensity for both systems. KF is found to give a reasonably good track and intensity forecast compared to BMJ and GD. Subsequently, the sensitivity of four bulk MS at cloud representing scale (3.3 km) is evaluated. It is generally found that the WSM6 is able to produce a realistic feature of the cyclones as compared to the other schemes. The relative success of this scheme is attributed to its ability in incorporating an improved graupel production and rain autoconversion process. The ice and snow concentration is much lower near the cyclone center. Ice is abundant in the higher level near the leading edge of the outflow.
[45] The improved vertical heating in the 10 km (KF and WSM6 combined) experiment compared to 3.3 km (WSM6) has influenced the inner core temperature gradient and subsequently the instability. This is reflected in the radial gradient of moist static energy and its time evolution, which is found to be significantly higher at 10 km. The vertical advection of moist instability is responsible for the organization of mesoscale convection within the cyclone environment in the hybrid experiment. The radial gradient of MSE also helps maintain the intensity of the cyclone in the hybrid experiment. The higher instability and sustained intensity forecast of the cyclone in the hybrid experiment is attributed to the organized and stronger middle level heating produced by persistent graupel generation. The conversion of cloud water and rainwater to graupel within the cyclone environment and the latent heat released through these processes have added significant net heating to the middle troposphere and this as such gives a positive feedback in producing a greater temperature perturbation and higher instability near the cyclone center. The coherent alignment of lower-level vorticity with the path of net middle level heating indicates the role of heating in influencing the strength and position of the system. Also, shown the path of higher percentage contribution of graupel is aligned along the path of maximum middle level heating and lower-level vorticity which further establishes the role of graupel in the middle level of the cyclone.
[46] The time averaged vertical structure of total heating in the cloud representing experiment produces much weaker heating, affecting the cyclone intensification. It therefore appears that cloud representing scale cannot reproduce graupel realistically, which further reduces near cyclone center heating. Essentially 3.3 km resolution is insufficient to resolve cumulus updrafts and associated entrainment, hence the inferior performance of the cloud representing (3.3 km) grid without cumulus parameterization. Weak heating at the center is manifested through a small temperature perturbation and weak pressure gradient which generates weak advection of moist instability and subsequently a weak system. To establish the role of graupel, heating, and cyclone intensity, the exp-nograup is carried out which conclusively shows that in the absence of graupel, the model cannot simulate the cyclone and the vertical heating structure is disturbed.
[47] It appears from the study that an inappropriate representation of moist convection in the high-resolution numerical model is responsible for the failure of the forecast. As a cyclone is a system of multiple scale interactions, convection should be handled in a manner to resolve the resolvable processes and parameterize the subgrid or unresolved ones. This results in marked improvement of intensity and track of tropical cyclones. Cyclone intensity is strongly influenced by heating within it and the heating is dominantly influenced by the graupel production within the cyclone environment, so the spatiotemporal and vertical distribution of graupel is the decisive factor for cyclone intensity forecasts over the Indian Ocean. This study establishes a guideline for the development and application strategies of convection for cyclones with numerical models over the north Indian Ocean.
